
Effective Use of Clickers
Using clickers to maximize student learning
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Learning outcomes

Students will be able to:

• Use evidence to rationalize effective and ineffective 
uses of clickers

• Implement effective, student-centered clicker 
strategies to facilitate student problem-solving and 
reasoning



Why use clickers?



Anatomy of a clicker question:
Using peer discussion/instruction

Ask Question

Peer Discussion

Revote

Class Discussion/
Follow up

Individual
Vote



Why do you think this happens (typically)?

1. Students are getting the correct answer from a neighbor
2. Students are learning from their discussions
3. Students need more time on or exposure to the topic

Before discussion

B CA

After discussion

B CA

Mazur, 1997



How might we test which it is?

1. Students are getting the correct answer from a neighbor
2. Students are learning from their discussions
3. Students need more time on or exposure to the topic

Before discussion

B CA

After discussion

B CA

Mazur, 1997



The Value of Peer Discussion
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n= 350 students (Genetics)

16 sets of questions

Smith et al., Science. 2009, 323(5910):122.



Cognitive challenge
Clickers can be used to address questions at 
every level of Bloom’s taxonomy.

Which would you spend most time on in your 
class – HOCs or LOCs? Why?



A. Yes, it only works for LOCs
B. Yes, it only works for HOCs
C. No, it works for all questions

Does the question’s difficulty matter?



What do you think now?

Easy
(5 questions)

Medium
(7 questions)

Difficult
(4 questions)
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A. Always

B. Only when evenly split

C. Only after student reasons have been 

shared

D. Never

You should show the histogram of 

responses:

Students are 30% more likely to switch to a popular vote if 

they see the histogram (Perez et al., 2010)

A student who picked an unpopular choice may be 

reluctant to participate in a discussion



Practice: What do you think you should do 
with this first-vote distribution?
(C is correct answer for student)

A) “Turn to your neighbors and discuss the reasons for 
your answer; then we’ll revote”

B) Confirm correct answer and move on
C) “Can someone explain their reason for an answer they 

picked?”
D) “Can someone explain why they picked C?”
E) other



What do you think you should do 
with this first-vote distribution?

A) “You’re split!  Turn to your neighbors and discuss the 
reasons for your answer”

B) Confirm correct answer and move on
C) “Can someone who answered B tell us why they made 

that choice?”
D) “Can someone explain their reason for an answer they 

picked?”
E) other



What should you do when the 
second-vote is the same as the first?

A) “You’re still split!  Why is B the right answer?”
B) “You’re still split.  The answer is B because…”
C) “Can someone who answered B tell us why they made 

that choice?”
D) “The most popular answers are B and E. Can someone 

explain why somebody might vote for either of these?” 
E) other



Discuss potential solutions to the 
following challenges

• Lack of student buy-in to clicker Qs
• Hearing many voices, not just the “usual suspects”
• Getting students to discuss rationale and practice 

reasoning rather than just guessing
• Getting students to overcome fear



Reflection

• What strategies did we use today?



Resources
• Videos of effective clicker use:
• http://STEMvideos.colorado.edu

• Clicker resource page, including: 
http://STEMclickers.colorado.edu
• Instructor’s Guide
• Question banks
• Workshops
• Literature/Articles

• Plickers: http://www.plickers.com
• iClickers: https://www.iclicker.com

http://stemvideos.colorado.edu/
http://stemclickers.colorado.edu/
http://plickers.com/
https://www.iclicker.com/

